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Introduction
This guide is designed to help
facilitators and educators to engage
with audiences. The aim is to deepen
the understanding of the underlying
causes of poverty and inequality as
explored in the Why Poverty? films.
Why Poverty? uses documentary film to get people talking about poverty. The collection
is made up of eight long films and thirty-four shorts by award-winning filmmakers, as
well as new and emerging talents. The stories, originating from twenty-eight countries,
are moving and thought-provoking as they tackle big issues and pose challenging
questions.
In November 2012, these films were screened worldwide on more than seventy national
television networks and are now available online and on DVD.
It has been said that, in this century, we have the tools and potential to overcome
extreme poverty. But poverty persists, and the gap between the poor and the wealthy
continues to widen. The demographics of poverty are also changing, with new poverty
emerging in the North and new wealth emerging in the previously poorer South. Poverty
and inequality is global, and the causes for its continued existence are largely structural.

The long films explore these structural causes, whether they are tax evasion by multinational companies, lack of land rights for the poor, unequal access to health care, or
gender imbalance. The short films provide glimpses into people’s lives as they try to deal
with poverty and inequality.
All the films can be watched as separate and complete stories. But as a collection, they
provide a great platform from which to delve into questions about why poverty still
exists in a world of plenty.

Here you will find:
• guidelines on using film as a tool
•   ways of using social media to communicate with the wider community
• questions for discussions specific to each film
• an overview of the main themes explored in the films. These can be seen at a glance
in the fold-out spreadsheets
• suggested related films, so that long and short films can be viewed together in
themes. The long films are also divided into shorter chapters to help explore specific
topics
• activities for group screenings where a deeper understanding of poverty and
inequality is explored.
This guide is intended to be a helpful starting point, but everyone will find their own
points of reference, global and local, and have their own questions.
For more information about the films and issues, visit www.whypoverty.net Here you
will also find links to use, screen and share the films. They can be viewed on our YouTube
channel www.youtube.com/whypoverty or downloaded via
www.vimeo.com/whypoverty
Please let us know how people responded to the films – and about any fresh ideas that
came out of the discussions. We are interested in sharing ways to address poverty and
inequality, the worst violation of human rights.
Please share your screening stories on our website or write to us at info@whypoverty.net
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Facilitated Screenings

WATCH
THE FILM

Using Film as a Tool

A facilitated screening is based on the Learning
Cycle. A film screening is followed by a discussion
with the audience. This process helps audiences to
watch, reflect, engage with the bigger picture, and
ultimately, take action. The facilitator guides this
learning process.
Watch the Film. The audience watches the film as a group.
Reflect on the film. After the screening, the audience reflects on the film(s), sharing
their views, feelings and reactions. Central to this approach is the knowledge that
every individual has ideas and holds values that are important to them. Sharing this
knowledge and respecting the varied ideas, feelings and values assists audiences to
learn from each other.

Audiences watch the
film together

REFLECT
ON THE FILM

TAKE ACTION
Audiences consider
actions they could take
to address poverty
and inequality

Audiences reflect on
the films and share their
feelings and reactions

SEE THE
BIGGER PICTURE

Audiences link the issues
addressed in the films to their
own lives, ask questions, share
personal stories and
information

See the bigger picture. During the discussions, participants should examine,
debate and analyse the issues raised in the film. To take this further, audiences are then
encouraged to link the films and issues to their own lives and add new understanding to
the shared knowledge they already have.
Take Action. Audiences consider actions they could take to address poverty and
inequality in their own lives and communities, countries or internationally.
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The Learning Cycle

This Learning Cycle is crucial in actively engaging audiences.

FACILITATED SCREENINGS
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The role of the facilitator
The facilitator guides the learning process, using techniques to ensure that all ideas and
opinions are welcome. This guide contains tools to help facilitators do this.
• The facilitator needs to create an environment in which the participants feel confident
and able to voice their opinions and request information.
• It is important to build on the knowledge and experience of the audience and respect
and acknowledge audience contributions.
• The facilitator may need to actively encourage the group to participate in interpreting
and discussing the films. The facilitator is there to guide the discussion, but also as a
source of information.
Preparation
Know the films and be aware of the issues they might raise.
When selecting films and activities, think about:
Who are the viewers? What is their education level, primary language, age?
What are their interests and concerns?
What kind of experience might they have had with the issues raised in the films?
How might these issues affect their lives, directly or indirectly?
Methods of reflection
For an effective discussion, consider the size of the group and choose methods that are
suitable for the specific audience.
Discussion in plenary
A plenary discussion allows all members of the audience to share and listen to others.
However, in a big group only a few people will get to speak.
Smaller groups or teams
The group may be large enough to divide into several smaller groups. This allows more
people to participate in the discussion, and encourages those who are intimidated by a
big group. Each group should choose someone to report back to the plenary, and they
should rotate this role if there is more than one group discussion.
Buzz groups or pairs
Viewers share their reactions with their neighbours in ‘buzz groups’. This gives everyone
a chance to express their responses to the films.
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From Poor Us: An Animated History of Poverty
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USING
SOCIAL MEDIA

Social media is a great way to get involved in
the global debate on poverty: tell people about
the films and responses to them, publicise your
screenings, and find out more about the issues
they cover.

If you’re new to using social media you might want to use this introduction as a best
practice guide. However, some of you might already be seasoned social media users.
If so, you can skip the intro and go straight to the film-specific pages, where you’ll find
some useful examples of suggested tweets.
Firstly, make sure you like us and/or follow us on our favoured social media platforms:
Facebook www.facebook.com/WhyPoverty?
Twitter www.twitter.com/askwhypoverty
When you start using social media for the first time. It can feel a little daunting and
confusing. We’re going to focus on Facebook and Twitter because they’re very popular
at the moment and a great marketing tool.
We will assume that you already have an individual Facebook page or run a Facebook
group and that you already use Twitter as an individual or on behalf of a group.
Whatever accounts you use, it’s important that you keep them active, especially if you
run accounts for interest groups or an organization. And by active we don’t just mean
posting or tweeting updates, although this in itself is important, we also mean that you
need to be following, liking, sharing and retweeting content provided by others.
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How do I do this? Well, think about the issues or topics you’re interested in and which
organizations work on them. Most organizations list their social media channels on their
websites and that’s the easiest place to find out which ones they use.
Once you’ve started following them on Facebook and Twitter, you can begin interacting.
On Facebook this could simply mean liking, commenting or sharing a post they’ve made.
On Twitter this would mean retweeting or favouriting their tweets. It’s up to you what
you decide to do.
Below are a few point-by-point tips to help you, especially if you run social media for a
group or organization:
1. Be active. Use your accounts regularly, updating content consistently over time.
However, don’t overdo it – too many tweets or posts can put people off. Twitter lends
itself to more tweeting but on Facebook it’s best not to do frequent or multiple posts –
instead spread the interaction out over a few days or even a week.
2. Establish links with others. Find similar organizations online by liking and
following them on Facebook and Twitter. Not only will this increase the chances of other
groups engaging with you, but you may also find their content useful to your own, or
your organization’s social media updates.
3. Engage with your audience. Don’t forget to engage with your own followers
too. If they ask a question, make sure you reply promptly. If they say something nice
about you, thank them. You don’t have to reply to every comment, though. On Twitter
you can follow back individual and group accounts – something you can’t do if you run
a Facebook group – so do follow back on Twitter if you can. And please be aware that
some people post or tweet to cause an argument. A rule of thumb for this is if they’re
very aggressive or persistent, it’s generally best not to reply. You could end up spending
more time engaging with them than any of your other followers.

5. Encourage interaction. When posting on Facebook, do so in a way that invites
response or engagement. Ask questions, highlight topics of interest or post interesting
facts or statistics; these are more likely to inspire a response from your audience than
posting something that is entirely opinion-based. If you post opinions, ask people if they
agree, or what their thoughts are.
6. Arrange a Why Poverty? screening. If you’re holding a screening, you might
want to start your social media work well in advance and use the platform as an invite to
your event. For example, you could use your personal or group Facebook page to create
an event and invite people to attend a screening. Include the trailer to the film so that
people can find out a bit more about it. And remember to check your event settings on
social media, especially Facebook – if it’s public that means it’s open to anyone and you
might not want this.
Also, you may not want to tweet details of your event if it’s a small and personal gathering that you’re arranging, as you can’t control how many people will see your tweet and
possibly turn up.
When using Twitter, if the links you’re using take you past the 140 character limit then
use a url shortener like bitly.com or ow.ly to give you more space to write.

	You can find example tweets for each long film in the following section.

4. Be concise. Social media sites are predominantly used recreationally, so people are
unlikely to read through long or tedious posts. To increase the likelihood of engagement,
try to be punchy and to the point. Short videos or graphics and photos work really well
too.
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LONG FILMS
Baindu and Moiwa Sentua with baby Rachel
from Welcome to the World
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EDUCATION, EDUCATION
Director: Weijun Chen
Producer: Don Edkins | Produced by: Steps International
Country: China | Year: 2012 | Length: 58 minutes

FILM OUTLINE
In ancient times in China, education was the only way out of poverty; in recent times it
has been the best way. China’s economic boom and talk of the merits of hard work have
created an expectation that to study is to escape poverty. These days however, China’s
higher education system only leads to jobs for a few, educating a new generation to
unemployment and despair.
Chapters
Chapter 1 Privatisation of Education
Chapter 2 Education and Job Opportunities
Chapter 3 Education: Is It a Trap?
Chapter 4 The Job Market
Chapter 5 Family Fundraising
Chapter 6 Employment Opportunities
Chapter 7 The Future
Key Issues
Education, inequality, governance
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Discussion
• ‘In China, education is a lucrative industry.’ What does this statement mean?
• How does privatisation of education increase inequality?
• Is the education system in your country like the one in the film? Explain.
• How did you feel watching the family of the girl raising the funds to afford
university education?
• Will university studies help the girl and her family to get out of poverty? Explain.
• The graduates struggle to find and keep a job. Does university education prepare
young people for the job market? Why or why not?
• How can education prepare young people for the future?
• What does quality education mean?

Related short films
Town and Country. A look at different schools for poor rural and rich urban kids in China.
Miseducation. Follow a young girl on her way to school in South Africa.
Afghan Girl. A young Afghan girl is herding sheep. Why isn’t she at school?

EXAMPLE tweets
• We’re holding a screening of @askwhypoverty’s Education, Education. Watch the
trailer http://bit.ly/R86uJA & join us [insert link or details of venue/event].
• China has the largest higher education system in the world with 29 million students
enrolled in tertiary education in 2008 #whypoverty.
• To pay for 4 years of college, a Chinese family living at the poverty line must save
more than 60 years of per capita income #whypoverty

LONG FILMS
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GIVE US THE MONEY
Director: Bosse Lindquist
Producer: David Herdies | Produced by: Momento Film
Countries: Ethiopia, UK, USA | Year: 2012 | Length: 58 minutes

FILM OUTLINE
Bosse Lindquist’s film looks at how celebrities have become political activists and
advocates for the world’s poor. The director follows the efforts made by the campaigns
‘Live Aid’, ‘Drop the Debt’ and ‘Make Poverty History’ by rock stars Bob Geldof and Bono.
Through interviews with these two celebrities, African experts, politicians and development workers, the film poses questions about the positive and negative effects of these
initiatives in eradicating poverty and promoting democratic leadership in Africa.
Chapters
Chapter 1 Introduction
Chapter 2 Live Aid
Chapter 3 Drop the Debt
Chapter 4 DATA
Chapter 5 Make Poverty History
Key Issues
Aid and charity, food security, inequality, governance
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Discussion
• How did Bono and Bob Geldof use their status for their campaigns?
• Do celebrities have political and social responsibilities? Give examples.
• What have the different campaigns achieved?
• What can be learned from the strategies applied in the campaigns?
• Some African grass roots organizations felt undermined. Why? Whose voices should
lead such campaigns?
• The campaign ‘Make Poverty History’ worked closely with an Ethiopian dictator. Does
the end justify the means?
• Gebru Asrat says, ‘If authoritarians still remain in power, poverty cannot be made
history.’ Do you agree? Explain.
• Bono claims that ‘The African people do not want aid as an ongoing basis. They need
it now.’ What does this say about relief and foreign aid?
Related short films
Finding Josephine. A family from the UK visits a child in Uganda who they have supported for three years.
Birhan’s Story. Birhan Woldu’s picture was beamed around the world during Live Aid.
Wilbur Goes Poor 3. Wilbur, India’s first YouTube star, looks at poverty and inequality in
India.
Waste. While more than one billion people go hungry in the world, food is thrown away
in Europe and North America.
Hunger for Profit. The catastrophic effects of speculation in the international markets on
local food prices in Kenya.
EXAMPLE tweets
• We’re holding a screening of @askwhypoverty’s Give Us The Money. Watch the trailer:
http://bit.ly/ZZow4r & join us [insert link or details of venue/event].
• Is it right that celebrities have become spokespeople for Africa? What about the voice
of Africa’s own elected leaders? #whypoverty
• Celebrity activists: have their actions lifted millions out of poverty? Watch Give Us The
Money & decide http://bit.ly/UmFhqj #whypoverty
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LAND RUSH
Directors: Hugo Berkeley and Osvalde Lewat
Producer: Eli Cane | Produced by: Normal Life Pictures
Country: Mali | Year: 2012 | Length: 58 minutes

FILM OUTLINE
The population of Mali comprises 75 per cent farmers, but rich, land-hungry nations
like China and Saudi Arabia are leasing Mali’s land in order to turn large areas into
agribusiness farms. Many Malian peasants do not welcome these efforts, seeing them
as yet another manifestation of imperialism. As Mali experiences a military coup, the
developers are scared off – but can Mali’s farmers combat food shortages and escape
poverty on their own terms?
Chapters
Chapter 1 Introducing Land Issues
Chapter 2 Meet the Actors
Chapter 3 Public/Private Partnership
Chapter 4 Ibrahim and Food Sovereignty
Chapter 5 Traditional vs Industrial Agriculture
Chapter 6 Two Conferences. Two Views
Chapter 7 Challenges and Pressures
Chapter 8 The Coup

Key Issues
Inequality, land rights, food security, governance, resilience and solutions, natural
resources, foreign investment
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Discussion
• Who would benefit the most from the project, Sosumar or the local farmers?
• Sosumar promises to employ the farmers in the sugar fields and at the
processing plant. Which is better: subsistence farming or subsistence wages?
• Why and how does Kassoum’s village oppose the sugar project?
• Do you know of any similar land conflicts in other areas? Give examples.
• In countries with underdeveloped agricultural lands, should land be developed for the
international market or for their own domestic market? Is it possible to do both
simultaneously?
• In what ways do these land deals resemble colonialism and how do they differ?
• Could there be a solution that benefits both Sosumar and local communities?
Related short films
Hunger for Profit. The catastrophic effects of speculation in the international markets on
local food prices in Kenya.
Whose Land? Corporations are buying up large tracts of fertile land in Africa. What is
the fallout?
Waste. While more than one billion people go hungry in the world, food is thrown away
in Europe and North America.
Morris’ Bag. How do we cope with the growing demand on land and resources?
God is Rain. Lake Turkana in northern Kenya is shrinking. 500,000 people depend on
the lake in some way.
EXAMPLE tweets
• We’re holding a screening of @askwhypoverty’s Land Rush. Watch the trailer
http://bit.ly/Rwgslc & join us [insert link or details of venue/event].
• How do you feed the world? Watch this documentary http://bit.ly/ZOz3wf & decide
#whypoverty
• 60% of all arable land is in Africa. Large agribusiness is moving in, often forcing out
traditional, subsistence farmers #whypoverty

LONG FILMS
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Park Avenue:

Money, Power and the American Dream
Director: Alex Gibney
Producer: Blair Foster
Produced by: Democracy Pictures
Country: USA | Year: 2012 | Length: 58 minutes

FILM OUTLINE
740 Park Ave, New York City is home to some of the wealthiest Americans. Across
the Harlem River, ten minutes to the north, is the other Park Avenue in South Bronx,
where more than half the population need food stamps and children are twenty times
more likely to be killed. In the last thirty years, inequality has rocketed in the US. While
the richest lobby Capitol Hill for friendly legislation, the poorest are left asking what
happened to the American Dream?
Chapters
Chapter 1 Inequality in the USA
Chapter 2 Money and Politics
Chapter 3 Libertarian Ideology
Chapter 4 State Expenditure
Chapter 5 Bailing out the Banks
Chapter 6 Values and Behaviour of the Rich
Key Issues
Inequality, governance
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Discussion
• The film shows two sides of Park Avenue, one for the rich and one for the poor: What
does this tell you about the ‘American Dream’?
• Do you have similar divisions in your area? Give examples.
• What makes it difficult to move up the social ladder?
• What do you think about Pastor Dunkley’s statement: ‘There is nothing wrong about
being rich, God wants all his children to be rich. But don’t be rich at a place where you
aren’t thinking about anybody else.’?
• According to the film, policies are controlled by big companies. What does this say
about the government?
• How can the citizens of the Park Avenue in the Bronx influence decisions and policies?
• The film shows that the rich pay fewer taxes than the poor. Why does the system
allow this?
• How should taxes be used to address inequality?
Related short films
New Poor. A family loses its business due to the financial crisis in Spain.
The Car’s Got to Go. People like to drive decent cars. Can they afford them?
This is Camden Calling. A group of homeless and vulnerable people form a band.
The Crisis and the Sunglasses. A family in Greece suffers the fallout of the financial
crisis.
Lullaby. Berlin’s Deutsche Bank is warm and well protected and the rich have to step
over the homeless to draw cash.
EXAMPLE tweets
• We’re holding a screening of @askwhypoverty’s Park Avenue. Watch the trailer
http://bit.ly/RbaXtq & join us [insert link or venue/event details].
• 740 Park Avenue houses more billionaires than any other building in the US
#whypoverty
• As of 2010, the 400 richest Americans controlled more wealth than the bottom half
of the country #whypoverty
• The top 1% of US households had 42.7% of all US financial wealth #whypoverty

LONG FILMS
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POOR US:

An Animated History of Poverty
Director: Ben Lewis
Producers: Femke Wolting and Bruno Felix
Produced by: Submarine Pictures | Country: Global | Year: 2012
Length: 58 minutes | Short film version: 7 minutes

FILM OUTLINE
Beginning in the Neolithic Age, this film by Ben Lewis takes us through the changing
world of poverty. You go to sleep, you dream, you become poor through the ages. As an
impoverished avatar you float across centuries and continents smelling, looking at and
listening to poverty. This trip, combined with interviews with experts, makes this film an
excellent source of information about the history of poverty and a way to understand the
present.
Chapters
Chapter 1 Introduction to the History of Poverty
Chapter 2 Charity
Chapter 3 Colonialism
Chapter 4 Industrial Revolution
Chapter 5 Resistance and Revolutions
Chapter 6 Global Inequality
Chapter 7 Strategies to Address Poverty
Chapter 8 China and Africa’s Development Strategies
Chapter 9 Who Wants to Be a Millionaire: Solutions to Poverty?
Chapter 10 Inequality Gap
Key Issues
Inequality, governance, aid and charity, resilience and solutions, foreign investment,
natural resources
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Discussion
• What does the film tell us about the causes and persistence of poverty?
• Gandhi calls poverty ‘the worst form of violence’. What does he mean?
• How did colonialism contribute to the creation of an unequal world?
• According to the film, what defines poverty? How has it changed through history?
• What strategies did India, China, Brazil and Ghana use to address poverty?
• With the birth of the UN and the end of colonialism, rich countries started thinking
about helping poorer countries. How has this helped to reduce poverty and 		
inequality?
• Has globalisation contributed in closing the gap between rich and poor? How?
• Discuss the following statement: ‘Mass improvement comes from people organising
themselves’. Do you agree? Why?
Related short films
Waste. While more than one billion people go hungry in the world, food is thrown away
in Europe and North America.
Wilbur Goes Poor 1, 2 and 3. Wilbur, India’s first YouTube star, looks at poverty and
inequality in India.
Coal Boy. While working in a coalmine, a young boy in India dreams of digging to the
‘other end of the world’.
Whose Land? Corporations are buying up large tracts of fertile land in Africa. What is
the fallout?
Hunger for Profit. The catastrophic effects of speculation in the international markets on
local food prices in Kenya.
EXAMPLE tweets
• We’re holding a screening of @whypoverty’s Poor Us. Watch the trailer http://bit.ly/
XmAJh7 & join us [insert link or details of venue/event].
• It’s the way the world works. Essentially poverty is what makes the rich rich #why
poverty
• Poverty is the consequence of plunder. Behind every single form of modern poverty
you find the use of force #whypoverty
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SOLAR MAMAS
Directors: Mona Eldaief and Jehane Noujaim
Producer: Mette Heide | Produced by: Plus Pictures
Countries: Jordan, India, Kenya | Year: 2012
Length: 58 minutes

FILM OUTLINE
Rafea is the second wife of a Bedouin husband. She is selected to attend the Barefoot
College in India that takes uneducated women from poor communities and trains them
to become solar engineers. The college’s 6-month programme brings together women
from all over the world. The film follows Rafea as she finds that qualifying at the college
is the first of many challenges.
Chapters
Chapter 1 Rafea Leaves
Chapter 2 Challenges and Negotiation
Chapter 3 Finishing the Training
Chapter 4 Back Home
Key Issues
Gender and women’s empowerment, education, resilience and solutions,
natural resources
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Discussion
• What did you think when you saw illiterate women from all over the world being
trained in a foreign country and language?
• Why does the Barefoot College only admit women?
• How did Rafea overcome the challenges she faced from within her family?
• What does the film say about the traditional role of women and men?
• How will Rafea’s community benefit from her training?
• What kind of training opportunities do women have in your country?
• How do programmes like these change traditions, culture and gender roles?
• Does the Barefoot College approach reduce poverty? If so, how?

Related short films
The Thread. A seamstress in Uruguay rents out affordable dresses. Now the girls can
enjoy their coming of age party.
Afghan Girl. A young Afghan girl is herding sheep. Why isn’t she at school?
A Beggar’s Loan. Chabna used to beg to stay alive. Now her life has changed.
Mama Illegal. A mother has to leave her family behind to find work abroad.

EXAMPLE tweets
• We’re holding a screening of @askwhypoverty’s Solar Mamas. Watch the trailer
http://bit.ly/W1s1Ik & join us [insert link or details of venue/event] #whypoverty
• If you empower a woman do you empower a community? Watch this documentary
and decide http://bit.ly/VJGHXQ #whypoverty
• Of the world’s 875 million illiterate adults, two thirds are women #whypoverty

LONG FILMS
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STEALING AFRICA
Director: Christoffer Guldbrandsen
Producer: Henrik Veileborg | Produced by: Guldbrandsen Film
Countries: Switzerland, UK, USA, Zambia | Year: 2012
Length: 58 minutes

FILM OUTLINE
Rüschlikon is a village in Switzerland with a very low tax rate and very wealthy residents,
but it receives more tax revenue than it can use. This is largely thanks to one resident,
Ivan Glasenberg, CEO of Glencore, whose copper mines in Zambia are not generating a
large bounty tax revenue for the Zambians. Zambia has the third largest copper reserves
in the world, but 60 per cent of the population live on less than $1 a day and 80 per cent
are unemployed. Based on original research into public documents, the film describes
the tax system employed by multinational companies in Africa.
Chapters
Chapter 1 Switzerland and Zambia
Chapter 2 Transfer Pricing
Chapter 3 Environmental Impact of Mining
Chapter 4 Glencore’s History
Chapter 5 Privatisation of the Mines in Zambia
Chapter 6 Does Foreign Investment create Jobs?
Chapter 7 Taxation
Chapter 8 Glencore’s Corruption Scandal

Key Issues
Inequality, foreign investment, natural resources, governance
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Discussion
• The film shows Glencore in Zambia. Do you know of other operations like this?
	Explain.
• What are the negative environmental and health impacts of Glencore’s mining?
• How can affected communities take action?
• What is transfer pricing?
• Why does a country full of resources remain poor?
• To whom do natural resources belong?
• What do you think about this statement: ‘The amount of money flowing out of
developing countries is ten times the amount of foreign aid flowing into
developing countries.’?
• How can foreign investment benefit local communities?
Related short films
God is Rain. Lake Turkana in northern Kenya is shrinking. 500,000 people depend on
the lake in some way.
Sea Gypsies. Indanina and her family are forced to give up their traditional sea-gypsy
way of life and move to the city to survive.
Whose Land? Corporations are buying up large tracts of fertile land in Africa. What is
the fallout?
Coal Boy. While working in a coalmine in India, a young boy dreams of digging to the
‘other end of the world’.
The Barrel. Growing up in a floating village in an immense oil reserve.
EXAMPLE tweets
• We’re holding a screening of @askwhypoverty’s Stealing Africa. Watch the trailer
http://bit.ly/S10xMo & join us [insert link or details of venue/event].
• How much profit is fair? Watch this documentary and decide: http://bit.ly/10b8zef
#whypoverty
• Tax avoidance by multinational corporations cost developing countries around $160
billion a year #whypoverty
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WELCOME TO THE WORLD
Director: Brian Hill
Producer: Rachel Tierney | Produced by: Century Films
Countries: Cambodia, Sierra Leone, USA | Year: 2012
Length: 58 minutes | Short film version: 5 minutes

FILM OUTLINE
Every year, 130 million babies are born and not one of them decides where they will be
born or how they will live. In Cambodia, you’re likely to be born to a family living on
less than $1 per day. In Sierra Leone, chances of surviving the first year are half those
of the global average. In the USA, Starr’s new baby could soon be one of the 1.6 million
homeless children now living in the streets. Brian Hill takes a worldwide trip to meet the
newest generation.
Chapters
Chapter 1 Maternity and Mortality Statistics
Chapter 2 Lack of Maternal Health Care in Sierra Leone
Chapter 3 Maternal Health and Poverty in the USA
Chapter 4 Cambodia, Pisey (part 1)
Chapter 5 Family Planning and Poverty
Chapter 6 Maternity and Mortality in rural Sierra Leone
Chapter 7 Cambodia, Pisey (part 2)
Chapter 8 Giving Birth in the USA
Chapter 9 Teenage Pregnancy
Chapter 10 Deliveries
Key Issues
Reproductive health and rights, gender and women’s empowerment, inequality,
children’s rights, governance
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Discussion
• The film states: ‘A child in Africa is much more likely to be a loser in the birthright
lottery.’ What does this mean?
• What will the future hold for the different babies in the film?
• How does the place where you are born shape your life?
• What role does Pisey play in his family and how does it affect his childhood?
• The film mainly shows mothers and their children.  What are the roles and
responsibilities of fathers?
• According to the film, ‘Every year 16 million adolescent girls give birth worldwide.’
What are the risks of teenage pregnancies and how can they be prevented?
• How do you feel about Starr, Nianeng and Hawa having more children even though
they can’t provide good living conditions for them?
• What needs to be done to reduce infant and maternal mortality rates?

Related short films
Love and Rubbish. What’s it like to grow up on a rubbish dump?
A Girl’s Day. A young girl deals with adolescence while sharing a living space with five
other people.
Afghan Girl. Will this girl become a teacher, an engineer or shepherd?
Colours in the Dust. A young boy turns to painting in the aftermath of the Haitian
earthquake.
Coal Boy. A child miner in India dreams of digging to the ‘other end of the world’.

EXAMPLE tweets
• We’re holding our own screening of @askwhypoverty’s Welcome to the World. Watch
the trailer http://bit.ly/RvXPgW & join us [insert link or details of venue/event]
• Worldwide 42 babies in every 1,000 die before their first birthday #whypoverty
• Does the place where you are born shape your life? #whypoverty
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Wang Zhenxiang from Education, Education
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In Your Hands

MISEDUCATION

Director: Lucas Nieto
Producer: Luis Fernando Ronderos
Country: Colombia | Year: 2012 | Length: 6 minutes

Director: Nadine Cloete
Producer: Steven Markovitz
Country: South Africa | Year: 2012 | Length: 4 minutes

FILM OUTLINE
Yair lives in Cali in Colombia, the eleventh most violent city in the world. He walks
through his neighbourhood. He seems to be well known, respected, perhaps feared.
On his way he remembers the tough years that have gone by: he did some bad things.
But for Yair, the most important thing is to make a success of what he does.
Key Issues: Resilience and solutions
Discussion
• While watching the film, what did you think Yair was doing?
• Is Yair a role model for the youth in his community? Why?
• Do you have role models in your community? How can they positively influence
young people?
• Yair says, ‘For me poverty does not exist. We all have the ability to achieve and acquire
things. It all depends on where you choose to go, where you want to go.’ What do you
think about his statement?
• What kinds of youth projects are happening in your area?
• How can you get involved?
Related short films
Mauá: Surroundings
A Girl’s Day
Miseducation
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FILM OUTLINE
Kelina, aged 11, lives in a township in Cape Town that is riddled with guns, drugs and
violence. This short film shows us how she navigates this world on her daily trip to
school.
Key Issues: Children’s rights, education, gender and women’s empowerment, resilience
and solutions
Discussion
• Can you relate to Kelina’s story? Explain.
• What challenges does Kelina face every day?
• How does Kelina deal with the violence in her community?
• Every child has the right to grow up in a safe environment and access education.
How does Kelina’s environment affect these rights?
• What needs to be done to ensure the safety of our children?
• Whose responsibility is it to ensure that children have safe access to school?
Related short films and long film chapters
Afghan Girl
Town and Country
A Girl’s Day
Education, Education, chapter 5
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WASTE

WILBUR GOES POOR 1

Director: Valentin Thurn
Country: Global | Year: 2012
Length: 3 minutes

Director: Adrien Roche
Producer: Qaushiq Mukherjee
Country: India | Year: 2012 | Length: 4 minutes

FILM OUTLINE
Worldwide, more than one billion people go hungry every day. It’s not that we don’t
have enough food, but that around a third of it gets thrown away. The food thrown
away in Europe and North America would be enough to feed all the hungry people in
the world three times over. This film looks at the huge waste created by the way we
consume.
Key Issues: Inequality, food security
Discussion
• How do you feel watching the huge amount of food being thrown away?
• The film shows strict criteria applied to choose the food to sell, the rest becomes
waste. What do you think about these criteria?
• Why is food being thrown away while people are starving?
• What happens to leftover food in your schools, colleges, supermarkets?
• What do you do with your own leftover food?
• What can be done to distribute food more equally?

FILM OUTLINE
Wilbur Sargunaraj, India’s first YouTube star, takes us on an enlightening and irreverent
journey through what poverty means in India. Along the way, Wilbur asks his fellow
countrymen what they think poverty is, what makes people poor, and how do the really
poor rate their situation?
Key Issue: Inequality
Discussion
• How do you feel about the way Wilbur deals with the issue of poverty?
• What does the film tell you about being poor?
• How would you define a rich person?
RELATED SHORT FILMS
Coal Boy
OK Brothers
Poop on Poverty

Related short films and long film chapters
Hunger for Profit
Morris’ Bag
Land Rush, chapter 1
Give Us the Money, chapter 1
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WILBUR GOES POOR 2

WILBUR GOES POOR 3

Director: Adrien Roche
Producer: Qaushiq Mukherjee
Country: India | Year: 2012 | Length: 4 minutes

Director: Adrien Roche
Producer: Qaushiq Mukherjee
Country: India | Year: 2012 | Length: 4 minutes

FILM OUTLINE
In Episode 2, Wilbur asks about the causes of poverty. He shows how the caste system
in India creates a system that is ‘not very first class’. ‘There is inequality,’ he says, ‘but to
make the world a better place you have to take action.’
Key Issue: Inequality
Discussion
• What does the film say about inequality?
• How does the caste system in India reinforce inequality?
• What factors contribute towards inequality in our country?
• Wilbur asks: ‘What can we do to change inequalities?’
Related short films and long film chapters
Coal Boy
OK Brothers
Lullaby
Park Avenue, chapter 1
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FILM OUTLINE
Episode 3 of Wilbur Goes Poor offers a number of solutions on how to deal with poverty
and a very special song.
Key Issues: Inequality, aid and charity, resilience and solutions
Discussion
• Wilbur calls the gap between the rich and the poor ‘very gigantic’. What are his
solutions to narrow the gap?
• What do you think about his song ‘Don’t live for money. It’s not worth the fight. Share
what you have and let’s distribute it right’?
Related short films and long film chapters
Finding Josephine
Birhan’s Story
OK Brothers
Coal Boy
Give Us the Money, chapter 1
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COLOURS IN THE DUST

THE THREAD

Director: Jonathan Stack
Country: Haiti | Year: 2012
Length: 6 minutes

Director: Alicia Cano Menoni
Producer: Emiliano Mazza De Luca
Country: Uruguay | Year: 2012 | Length: 7 minutes

FILM OUTLINE
One and a half million Haitians were left homeless by the earthquake in 2010. Jouvens
Latour was one of them. He’s only twelve. He sees the world with the clarity of a child …
and an artist. He creates beautiful artworks in Haiti’s broken landscape.
Key IssueS: Children’s rights, resilience and solutions
Discussion
• What challenges did Jouvens and other children experience after the earthquake?
• What are his responsibilities to his family?
• How does his art help him cope?
• Jouvens says, ‘I’m rich in my work, for what I have in my head. But in the material
sense I am very poor.’ What can we learn from this?
• What kind of support do children need in similar circumstances?
Related short films and long film chapters
Love and Rubbish
Coal Boy
Afghan Girl
Welcome to the World, chapter 4
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FILM OUTLINE
Throughout Latin America, a girl’s 15th birthday marks her coming of age and is
celebrated in style. It’s a celebration that many poor rural families can ill-afford; the
cost of the girl’s dress alone is often prohibitive. Blanca, a seamstress in Uruguay, took
advantage of a microfinance scheme to invest in a sewing machine. She runs a business
that makes and rents out affordable dresses. Now all the girls in her village can enjoy
their coming of age celebrations.
Key Issues: Gender and women’s empowerment, resilience and solutions    
Discussion
• Which are the important celebrations in your life?
• How do you feel about a poor family spending a lot of money on special events?
• What can we learn from Blanca’s initiative?
• Blanca used microfinance to start a business. Are there similar projects in your area?
   Give examples.
• How can microfinance assist people to become more self-reliant?
• What resources and skills do you need to start a business?
Related short films and long film chapters
Beggar’s Loan
Mama Illegal
Solar Mamas, chapters 1 and 4
Poor Us, chapter 9

Birhan’s Story
OK Brothers
Coal Boy
Give Us the Money, chapter 1
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NEW POOR

WHOSE LAND

Director: Justin Webster
Producer: Kristina Rodemann
Country: Spain | Year: 2012 | Length: 6 minutes

Director: Eli Cane
Producer: Hugo Berkeley
Country: Mali | Year: 2012 | Length: 2 minutes

FILM OUTLINE
Paco Pascual used to run one of Spain’s top refurbishment firms, a large family business
he and his brothers made successful by winning lucrative government contracts. But
50,000 small businesses have gone bust in Spain in the last year. Paco’s is one of them.
‘My company is like a shark that is eating me,’ he says.

FILM OUTLINE
An estimated 800,000 square kilometres of farmland in the developing world have been
sold to foreign entities. This short film shows business Mali-style.

Key Issue: Inequality

Discussion
• What kind of deal is the group talking about?
• Who will profit from the deal?
• Who owns natural resources and land?
• How can locals benefit from the sale of the land to foreign investors?

Discussion
• Why did the family lose all their wealth?
• Who is benefiting from their loss?
• What role do the banks play in a financial crisis?
• When does borrowing money become a risk?
Related short films and long film chapters
The Crisis and the Sunglasses
The Car’s Got to Go
This is Camden Calling
Park Avenue, chapter 1
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Key Issues: Land rights, foreign investment, natural resources

Related short films and long film chapters
God is Rain
Sea Gypsies
Land Rush, chapter 1
Stealing Africa, chapter 2
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TOWN AND COUNTRY

MORRIS’ BAG

Directors: Louis Elsass and Ye Yun
Country: China | Year: 2012
Length: 2 minutes

Directors: Michele Mellara and Alessandro Rossi
Producer: Ilaria Malagutti
Country: Kenya | Year: 2012 | Length: 2 minutes

FILM OUTLINE
In China there is a vast gap between town and country; between those who grow up and
go to school in rural or urban areas. Even the youngest kids know this and they are not
shy to say it.

FILM OUTLINE
Morris lives in Kibera, one of the largest slums in Kenya’s capital, Nairobi. Life there is
difficult, but through the marvels of urban farming and the creative use of an old sack,
Morris is able to feed his family all year round.

Key IssueS: Inequality, children’s rights, education

Key Issues: Food security, resilience and solutions, natural resources, gender

Discussion
• What do rural and urban children think about each other?
• What are the different children’s dreams?
• One of the urban kids says, ‘We eat better and dress better than them, but they
have more friends, more fun and love than us.’ How do feel about this statement?
• The film shows a gap between rural and urban children. Does this gap exist in your
country?
• What needs to be done to narrow this gap?

Discussion
• What do you think about this gardening project ?
• Are there similar projects in your country? Explain.
• The film portrays men. Who is responsible for food production in your homes
and community? Why?
• How can urban farming contribute to feeding a country?
• Which skills and resources do you need to start these kinds of projects? Where can you
get support?

Related short films and long film chapters
Miseducation
Coal Boy
Afghan Girl
Education, Education, chapters 1 and 5

Related short films and long film chapters
Hunger for Profit
Waste
Land Rush, chapter 1
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POOP ON POVERTY

A GIRL’S DAY

Director: Vijay Jodha
Producer: Pramod Mathur
Country: India | Year: 2012 | Length: 5 minutes

Director: Tali Yankelevich
Country: Brazil
Year: 2012 | Length: 6 minutes

FILM OUTLINE
In Pushkar, India, every year tens of thousands of tourists come to experience the
world’s biggest camel fair. With around 25,000 camels in town, you can expect a lot
of dung. These droppings provide an opportunity for poor families to save money by
collecting them, drying them out and using them as fuel.
Key IssueS: Resilience and solutions, gender, natural resources, inequality
Discussion
• How do the women view the tourists?
• How do the women feel about collecting dung?
• What are the effects and benefits of using dung for cooking and heating?
• Which energy resources are used in your country?
• Can you give us examples of ingenious use of local resources?
Related short films
A Beggar’s Loan
God is Rain
Wilbur Goes Poor 1
OK Brothers
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FILM OUTLINE
This film portrays the life of Hellen Cristina, a girl who lives in a crammed flat in a densely populated favela in Brazil. Like all teenage girls, she dreams of a different future, her
head crowded with thoughts, ‘I can’t believe there are so many in a small head’.
Key Issues: Children’s rights, inequality, resilience and solutions, gender and women’s
empowerment
Discussion
• What challenges does Hellen experience living in the crammed flat?
• How do the living conditions affect her wellbeing?
• Hellen describes the house her mother works in. What does it tell you
about inequality?
• How does she cope?
• What are her dreams of the future? Will she have a chance to fulfil these dreams?
How?
• Can you relate to her dreams? What are your dreams of your future?
Related short films and long film chapters
Voices Bolivia
Love and Rubbish
Mauá: Surroundings
In Your Hands
Park Avenue, chapter 1
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Mauá: Surroundings

The Car’s Got to Go

Director: Juliana Vicente
Producers: Carla Comino and Alexandre Borzani
Country: Brazil | Year: 2012 | Length: 6 minutes

Director: Barney Snow
Producer: Kerry McLeod
Country: UK | Year: 2012 | Length: 5 minutes

FILM OUTLINE
There are 450,000 empty properties in São Paulo. A new movement is reclaiming
them for families. It’s a battle that pitches people’s rights to homes against the rights
of homeowners. If they are lucky enough to have homes, the poor of São Paulo live in
cramped conditions, miles from amenities, services and work. There are plenty of places
to live in the centre of town, however, and hundreds of families have taken over empty
and abandoned buildings and founded new communities.
Key IssueS: Inequality, resilience and solutions, governance
Discussion
• Why are there so many empty properties in the centre of São Paulo?
• What do you think about homeless people occupying empty buildings?
• Why do the police protect the property owners (who owe millions in taxes)?
• What rights do homeless people have to housing?
• What kinds of policies are needed to protect the rights of homeowners
and the homeless?
Related short films and long film chapters
A Girl’s Day
In Your Hands
Lullaby
This is Camden Calling
Park Avenue, chapter 1
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FILM OUTLINE
Brian Pearson repossesses cars for a living. The film follows Brian as he goes about his
work, calling on people for whom the loss of the car can be the beginning of a slippery
slope into debt and poverty.
Key Issue: Inequality
Discussion
• How does Brian feel about being a debt collector?
• What are the implications of taking a loan from a bank to buy an asset?
• When does borrowing money become a risk?
• How can you prevent putting yourself and your family into financial ruin?
Related short films and long film chapters
New Poor
The Crisis and the Sunglasses
This is Camden Calling
Park Avenue, chapter 1
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THIS IS CAMDEN CALLING

LULLABY

Director: Annie Edwards
Producer: Kerry McLeod
Country: UK | Year: 2012 | Length: 7 minutes

Director: Victor Kossakovsky
Country: Germany
Year: 2012 | Length: 3 minutes

FILM OUTLINE
A group of homeless and vulnerable people from across London get together and form
an eclectic musical group.
Key IssueS: Resilience and solutions, inequality
Discussion
• Can you relate to the characters in the film? Explain.
• What challenges have they faced?
• How did they deal with their situation?
• What does the film tell us about personal resilience?
• Do you know of similar initiatives? Explain.
Related short films and long film chapters
In Your Hands
Lullaby
Mauá: Surroundings
Holiday from Poverty
Park Avenue, chapter 1
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FILM OUTLINE
Berlin’s Deutsche Bank building is impressive. The cash machine is well protected and
warm. But on a cold night, you have to step over the homeless people to get to your
money.
Key IssueS: Inequality, governance
Discussion
• What does this film say about inequality?
• How do you feel about homeless people sleeping on the floor of an ATM?
• Where do homeless people find shelter in your area?
• How do you react when you come across homeless people?
• What needs to be done to make sure that everyone has a safe place to sleep?
Related short films and long film chapters
Wilbur Goes Poor 2
Mauá: Surroundings
Coal Boy
Park Avenue, chapter 1
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LOVE AND RUBBISH

COAL BOY

Director: Hanna Polak
Producers: Jan Rofekamp, Hanna Polak , Anne Dillon
Country: Russia | Year: 2012 | Length: 8 minutes

Director: Chandrasekhar Reddy
Producer: Chandrasekhar Reddy
Country: India | Year: 2012 | Length: 5 minutes

FILM OUTLINE
An estimated five million people are homeless in Russia; one million of them are
children. This film takes an unflinching yet poignant look at the lives of a group of
children living on a rubbish dump outside Moscow, showing the hardships they face and
the dreams they hold on to.
Key IssueS: Children’s rights, resilience and solutions, inequality, governance
Discussion
• What challenges do the children face?
• What does this film tell you about the society these children come from?
• How does living in a rubbish dump affect their wellbeing?
• Do you have similar situations in your country? Give examples.
• If a country does not take care of its children, how does that affect its future?
• One of the children has managed to get out of the dump. Do you think all the children
will have a chance to fulfil their dreams? How?
• What kind of support do these children need to get out of poverty?
• What can we learn about survival skills from these children?
Related short films and long film chapters
Coal Boy
Colours in the Dust
Miseducation
Afghan girl
Welcome to the World, chapters 4 and 9
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FILM OUTLINE
In the Jaintia Hills of North East India, a young boy descends into the ‘rathole’ coalmines
everyday. He works in these hard and dangerous conditions so that he can support his
family, but in the dark, he dreams of digging to the ‘other end of the world’. He cherishes
the hope of a better life. Even the darkest tunnel is no limit to the boy’s imagination and
courage.
Key Issues: Inequality, children’s rights
Discussion
• How did you feel about this boy having to work in the mine?
• What does he imagine his life will be like if he gets to the other side of the tunnel?
• What opportunities could he have to get out of poverty?
• What do you think the filmmaker means by using the image ‘Mind the Gap’
at the beginning and the end of the film?
Related short films and long film chapters
Love and Rubbish
Sea Gypsies
Wilbur Goes Poor 2
OK Brothers
Poor Us, chapter 6
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SEA GYPSIES

THE BARREL

Director: Elena Zervopoulou
Producers: Elena Zervopoulou and Emanuele Giasi
Country: Malaysia | Year: 2012 | Length: 6 minutes

Director: Anabel Rodríguez Rios
Producer: Sepp R. Brudermanny
Country: Venezuela | Year: 2012 | Length: 5 minutes

FILM OUTLINE
Struggling to survive with increasing fishing restrictions on an idyllic coral island of
Eastern Malaysia, Indanina and her family are forced to give up their sea gypsy way of
life and move to the city to survive. We see their lives change as they move from their
island to live under a motorway bridge where they have to beg and rely on handouts.
Indanina’s life has had to change because the beautiful islands she called home are
being turned into a tourist resort for divers.

FILM OUTLINE
Luis David is 13 years old and lives on a floating village in the middle of Lake Maracaibo,
one of the main oil reserves in Venezuela. What he wants, more than anything, is a used
oil barrel so that he can make a boat and enter a race that will see him accepted by the
older kids. We see life in the floating village through a child’s eyes.

Key IssueS: Natural resources, children’s rights, governance
Discussion
• Why did Indanina’s family have to leave the island?
• How does the restriction of fishing rights affect their lives?
• What does their future hold?
• Who owns natural resources?
• How does the island’s development affect the rights of the local community?
• How can local communities benefit from tourism?

Discussion
• Lake Maracaibo is South America’s largest oil field. How does oil extraction affect the
lives of local people?
• How does oil extraction affect the environment?
• Who benefits from the oil extraction?
• How can local communities benefit from oil extraction in their area?
• Luis David and his friends do not want to go to school. What do you think their
reasons are?
• Whose responsibility is it to ensure that all children get educated?

Related short films and long film chapters
Whose Land?
The Barrel
Love and Rubbish
Wilbur Goes Poor 1
Stealing Africa, chapter 3

Related short films and long film chapters
Sea Gypsies
God is Rain
Whose Land?
Afghan Girl  
Stealing Africa, chapter 3
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Key Issues: Education, children’s rights, natural resources, governance
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God is Rain

MAMA ILLEGAL

Director: Rehad Desai
Producer: Anita Khanna and Rehad Desai
Country: Kenya | Year: 2012 | Length: 6 minutes

Director: Eduard Moschitz
Producer: Arash T. Riahi and Michael Seeber
Country: Moldova | Year: 2012 | Length: 7 minutes

FILM OUTLINE
Around 500,000 people rely on Lake Turkana in Northern Kenya for fishing and water
for their crops and cattle, but the lake is drying up and communities are fighting to
survive.
Key IssueS: Food security, natural resources, land rights, governance
Discussion
• How do falling water levels affect the people living around the lake?
• What kinds of conflict does this create?
• Who do the people in the film think is responsible?
• Have the weather patterns changed in your country? What do you think the
causes are? How does it affect your livelihood? Has it created problems?
Give examples.
• What actions need to be taken to adapt to the changes in weather patterns and
mitigate the impacts of climate change?
Related short films and long film chapters
Sea Gypsies  
Hunger for Profit
Poop on Poverty
The Barrel
Stealing Africa, chapter 3
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FILM OUTLINE
Unemployment in some of Moldova’s rural areas is as high as 80 per cent. Anyone who
can leave to work, usually does. More than 1 million people have left to find work abroad,
often illegally and in low-paid jobs. Mothers and fathers can spend years away from their
children. It’s a difficult choice to make.
Key Issues: Inequality, gender and women’s empowerment, children’s rights,
governance
Discussion
• How does the situation of the families in Moldova make you feel?
• How does migration affect families?
• How does the mother feel leaving her family?
• What challenges does she face as an illegal immigrant?
• Most of the children in the film are missing at least one of their parents. What support
do these children need?
• What needs to be done to protect the rights of a family?
Related short films and long film chapters
The Thread
Beggar’s Loan
Solar Mamas, chapters 1 and 2
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VOICES SOUTH AFRICA

VOICES BOLIVIA

Director: Benjamin Oroza
Producer: Jussi Oroza
Country: South Africa | Year: 2012 | Length: 5 minutes

Director: Benjamin Oroza
Producer: Jussi Oroza
Country: Bolivia | Year: 2012 | Length: 5 minutes

FILM OUTLINE
Take a cozy studio, built inside a tent, to any place in the world. Then collect stories from
passers-by: What is in your heart and mind? This is a collection of stories from Tembisa
in South Africa from people who are just trying to make a living.

FILM OUTLINE
Take a cozy studio, built inside a tent, to any place in the world. Then collect stories from
passers-by: What is in your heart and mind? This is a collection of bittersweet, personal
stories from El Alto in Bolivia.

Key IssueS: Resilience and solutions , inequality

Key Issue: Children’s rights

Discussion
• How did the stories of these three characters affect you?
• What do these stories tell us about living in poverty?
• Can you relate to the experiences of these characters?
• If you were asked to tell a personal story, what would you talk about?

Discussion
• How do you feel about these stories?
• Can you relate to the experiences of these characters?
• If you were asked to tell a personal story, what would you talk about?

Related short films
Voices Bolivia
Miseducation
Wilbur Goes Poor 1
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Related short films
Voices South Africa
A Girl’s Day
Wilbur Goes Poor 1
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AFGHAN GIRL

HUNGER FOR PROFIT

Director: Louis Elsass
Producers: Lise Lense Møller and Henrik Grunnet
Country: Afghanistan | Year: 2012 | Length: 1 minute

Directors: Caroline Nokel and Valentin Thurn
Country: Global | Year: 2012
Length: 5 minutes

FILM OUTLINE
Getting girls into education in Afghanistan is a battle, but one that’s gradually being
won. The number of Afghan girls enrolled in schools increased from 5,000 in 2001 to 2,4
million in 2010. Educating girls is still a contentious issue, however.

FILM OUTLINE
On one side of the world, American star investor Jim Rogers arrives at his elegant offices
and explains how large investments and movements of money affect prices. On the
other side of the world, market vendors in Kenya feel the effects.

Key IssueS: Gender and women’s empowerment, education, children’s rights,
inequality

Key Issues: Food security, inequality, governance, aid and charity, foreign investment

Discussion
• How do you feel about the girl’s situation?
• What obstacles do girls face in getting an education?
• How does education affect the future of a child?
• Do girls and boys have the same chance to attend and finish school in your area?
	If not, what are the reasons?
• What do you think the reasons were for the huge increase in the enrolment of girls
in Afghanistan schools between 2001 and 2010?
• How can we support children’s rights to education?
Related short films and long film chapters
Miseducation
A Girl’s Day
Love and Rubbish
Coal Boy
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Welcome to the World, chapter 4
Education, Education, chapter 5
Solar Mamas, chapters 1 and 2

Discussion
• Who benefits from the increase in food prices?
• How do high food prices affect the people in Kenya?
• Is food relief a sustainable solution for vulnerable communities? Explain.
• Investors get rich through food price speculation while others starve. The speculator
argues: ‘Inequality has always been there. Some do well while others do badly. History
has always been like that.’ What do you think about this?
• What needs to be done to address the global food crisis?
Related short films and long film chapters
Morris’ Bag
Waste
Birhan’s Story
Give Us the Money, chapter 2
Land Rush, chapter 1
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THE CRISIS AND THE
SUNGLASSES

FINDING JOSEPHINE

Director: Sean McAllister
Producer: Sean McAllister
Country: Greece | Year: 2012 | Length: 5 minutes

Director: Tomás Sheridan
Producer: Lili Sandelin
Countries: Uganda, UK | Year: 2012 | Length: 10 minutes

FILM OUTLINE
As the European dream fades, the economic crisis brings new poverty to the people of
Athens. A man’s life is destroyed by the crisis. ‘I don’t exist anymore,’ he says. But a small
gift makes all the difference to him and his family.

FILM OUTLINE
For the past three years, a family from the UK has been supporting a little girl in Uganda.
Tomás and his small daughter travel from the UK to Uganda to explore what the sponsorship means to them and to the child they are supporting.

Key IssueS: Aid and charity, inequality, governance

Key Issues: Inequality, aid and charity, children’s rights, governance

Discussion
• Why do you think the family fell into poverty?
• Whom do they blame for their economic crisis?
• How does the economic crisis affect people’s lives?
• What helps the family to cope with their situation?
• What support systems are needed?

Discussion
• Why does the UK family sponsor Josephine in Uganda?
• How did you feel when the two girls were playing and washing dishes together?
• Who benefits most from the trip, Mango or Josephine? Explain.
• What does the film tell you about inequality?
• Mango’s father says, ‘Charity can’t do much but fight the symptoms of poverty. But as
we left I couldn’t help wondering: are we doing enough to eliminate its causes?’ What
do you think about his statement?

Related short films and long film chapters
Holiday from Poverty
The Car’s Got to Go
Lullaby
Poor Us, chapter 2
Park Avenue, chapter 1
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Related short films and long film chapters
Wilbur Goes Poor 3
Birhan’s Story
Town and Country
Welcome to the World, chapter 4
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HOLIDAY FROM POVERTY

A BEGGAR’S LOAN

Director: Jez Lewis
Producer: Kerry McLeod
Country: UK | Year: 2012 | Length: 6 minutes

Director: Gayle Ferraro
Producer: Gayle Ferraro
Country: Bangladesh | Year: 2012 | Length: 4 minutes

FILM OUTLINE
Poor families might not be starving in the UK, but in a culture where most people have
more than you, being poor is isolating and shaming. ‘People look down on you for being
poor.’ This personal film looks at the huge difference just having a holiday can make to a
family living in poverty. ‘They don’t want money, they just want their dignity back.’

FILM OUTLINE
Since 1976, the Grameen Bank has made small loans to nearly 8,5 million women. Chabna is one of them. She used to beg to stay alive; now she runs her own small business
selling yoghurt. ‘Before, I had nothing,’ she says, ‘Now I have something.’ Find out how
microfinance has transformed her life.

Key IssueS: Aid and charity, inequality

Key Issues: Gender and women’s empowerment, resilience and solutions, aid and
charity

Discussion
• What challenges do the families in the film face?
• How does poverty affect your self-esteem and dignity?
• What does it mean to be poor?
• What is the aim of the holiday programme?
• Are there similar initiatives in your country? Explain.
Related short films and long film chapters
New Poor
The Car’s Got to Go
This is Camden Calling
Lullaby
The Crisis and the Sunglasses
Park Avenue, chapter 1
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Discussion
• How did the microloan improve Chabna’s life?
• What does the film tell us about resilience?
• Are there similar microloans available in your country? Explain.
• What other ways are there to gain access to finance?
• What support systems are needed to take care of the elderly?
Related short films and long film chapters
The Thread
Love and Rubbish
Wilbur Goes Poor 1
Solar Mamas, chapter 1
Poor Us, chapter 9
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Birhan’s Story

OK BROTHERS

Director: Bosse Lindquist and Pier Franceschi
Producer: David Herdies
Country: Ethiopia | Year: 2012 | Length: 5 minutes

Director: Kunal Sen
Producer: Qaushiq Mukherjee
Country: India | Year: 2012 | Length: 2 minutes

FILM OUTLINE
Birhan Woldu’s picture was beamed round the world during Live Aid. It was a horrifying
image shown of a child starving to death with the aim of shocking the audience to
action. But Birhan survived and appeared radiant and beautiful on the stage at Live8 in
2005. She was a ‘poster girl for starvation’, an affirmation of what could be achieved.
This short film looks at her experience and how it shaped her life.

FILM OUTLINE
This is an animated look at twin brothers with one of the worst jobs in the world. 660
million Indians lack toilets and defecate in the open every day. Somebody’s got to clean
up after them.

Key IssueS: Aid and charity, children’s rights, food security, governance

Discussion
• What does this film tell us about poverty?
• How does the lack of sanitation affect the wellbeing and health of people?
• Does everyone in your country have access to toilets? Why or why not?
• What needs to be done to ensure that everybody has access to clean sanitation?

Discussion
• Birhan was used as ‘poster girl for starvation’ during Live Aid. How do you feel
about using images of starving children to shock audiences?
• How has this experience shaped Birhan’s life?
• How can campaigns such as Live Aid address the causes of poverty and
contribute to structural change?
Related short films and long film chapters
Finding Josephine
Hunger for Profit
Waste
Wilbur Goes Poor 3
Give Us The Money, chapters 1 and 2
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KeY: Inequality, governance

Related short films
Wilbur Goes Poor 1, 2, 3
Love and Rubbish
Coal Boy
A Beggar’s Loan

SHORT FILMS
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FILM INDEX

Film
Guide
Table

Long Films
Education, Education
Give Us the Money
Land Rush
Park Avenue: Money, Power and the American Dream
Poor Us: An Animated History of Poverty
Solar Mamas
Stealing Africa
Welcome to the World

Short Films
A Beggar’s Loan
A Girl’s Day
Afghan Girl
Birhan’s Story
Coal Boy
Colours in the Dust
Finding Josephine
God is Rain
Holiday from Poverty
Hunger for Profit
In Your Hands
Love and Rubbish
Lullaby
Mama Illegal
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67
49
62
68
55
42
65
58
66
63
36
54
53
59

Mauá: Surroundings
Miseducation
Morris’ Bag
New Poor
OK Brothers
Poop on Poverty
Sea Gypsies
The Barrel
The Car’s Got to Go
The Crisis and the Sunglasses
The Thread
This is Camden Calling
Town and Country
Voices South Africa, Bolivia
Waste
Whose Land
Wilbur Goes Poor x 3

18
20
22
24
26
28
30
32

50
37
47
44
69
48
56
57
51
64
43
52
46
60, 61
38
45
39, 40, 41
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ISSUES
Gender AND
Women’S
Empowerment

LONG FILMS

Education, Education
Give Us the Money 
Land Rush
Park Avenue
Poor Us
Solar Mamas
Stealing Africa
WELCOME TO THE WORLD

SHORT FILMS

In Your Hands
Miseducation
Waste
Wilbur Goes Poor 1, 2, 3
New Poor
Whose Land?
Colours in the Dust
The Thread
Town and Country
Morris' Bag
Poop on Poverty
A Girl's Day

Education

Reproductive
Health AND
Rights

Inequality

Land rightS

Children’s
rights

Food security

Governance

Aid AND
Charity

Resilience AND
SolutionS

Foreign 
Investment

Natural
resources

ISSUES
Gender AND
Women’S
Empowerment

SHORT FILMS

Mauá: Surroundings
The Car's Got to Go
This Is Camden Calling
Lullaby
Love and Rubbish
Coal Boy
Sea Gypsies
The Barrel
God is Rain
Mama Illegal
Voices South Africa, Bolivia

Afghan Girl
Hunger for Profit
The Crisis & The Sunglasses 

Finding Josephine
Holiday from Poverty
A Beggar's Loan
Birhan's Story
OK Brothers

Education

Inequality

Land rightS

Children’s
rights

Food security

Governance

Aid AND Charity

Resilience AND
SolutionS

Foreign 
Investment

Natural
resources

Themes and
Activities

The following activities are arranged around
some of the themes explored in the Why
Poverty? collection of films.
These are only suggestions and there are many more issues explored in the films.
You can choose films and adapt the activities to fit the groups you’re working with.
We recommend that you
1. Watch some or all of the recommended films/film chapters first.
2. Then discuss/do the activities.
3. If possible, screen the full-length long film (58 minutes) in a follow-up session.

Further information
You can refer to the foldout film guide table for long and short films. These provide an
overview of the different issues covered by each film.
You can find more information about each film and points for discussion in the
chapters Long Films and Short Films.
You can also find more on each theme at www.whypoverty.net
Go to the Resources page and follow the links.
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CHILDREN’S RIGHTS
Nearly half the world’s children live in poverty. That’s around a billion children.
What does growing up in poverty mean for them? How does it shape them and
affect their human rights?

Suggested films
Love and Rubbish. What’s it like to grow up on a rubbish dump? 8 minutes
Afghan Girl. will this girl become a teacher, an engineer or shepherd? 1 minute
Colours in the Dust. a young boy turns to painting in the aftermath of the Haitian
earthquake. 6 minutes
Welcome to the World, chapter 4. providing for your family when you are only a
young boy
General Discussion
• How does poverty affect the children in the films?
• What do you think their future will be?
• What are their chances of escaping poverty?  

ACTIVITY NUMBER 1
Children’s Rights
Use The UN Convention on the Rights of the Child (see appendix 1) as a starting point.
Discuss:
• Which rights of young people are violated in the films?
• Which are the most important rights for children?
• How do we make sure these rights are protected?

ACTIVITY NUMBER 2
Improving children’s lives
Find out about two initiatives: one which is addressing the rights of children in a
developed country, and one in a developing country. Draw up a profile of each. What
are the similarities and the differences?
Follow-up screening
If possible, screen the full-length Welcome to the World. This film looks at childbirth
in 3 countries and considers how where a child is born affects the rest of their lives. Be
aware that this film shows very explicit scenes of birth, which might not be suitable for
all audiences. There is a short 5 minute summary of this film on the DVD.
Further information
Visit www.whypoverty.net for more background information about poverty and child
rights.
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INEQUALITY
Is it wrong that some people have too much while others have almost nothing?
What does inequality do to societies? And to all the people who live in them?

Suggested films
Lullaby. on a cold night in Berlin, bank customers have to step over sleeping homeless
people to get to their money. 3 minutes
Coal Boy. a child miner in India dreams of digging to the ‘other end of the world’.
5 minutes
Wilbur Goes Poor 2. how the caste system keeps the poor in their place.
Park Avenue, chapter 1. Inequality in the USA.
General Discussion
• Is inequality inevitable? Explain.
• Why does the film Coal Boy use the ‘mind the gap’ image? What is it trying to say?
• What other images are used in the films to portray inequality?

ACTIVITY NUMBER 1
Inequality and Powerlessness
Split the audience into two groups, one small, and one large. Give the small group a big
bag of treats, and the big group a small one. Explain that this is how the resources of
the world are divided. Let the small group discuss whether and how much they’d like
to share with the big group and what would be their conditions. Don’t let the big group
have a say. Bring them back to discuss:
• How did the small group feel about having all the power and resources?
• How did the big group feel?

ACTIVITY NUMBER 2
Illustrating Global Inequality
Look at the graphic in appendix 2 showing the realities of inequality. Come up with your
own images to show inequality. If you have access to the internet, have a look at The
Rules YouTube clip which takes a look at inequality: http://youtu.be/uWSxzjyMNpU
Follow-up screening
If possible, screen the full-length film Park Avenue: Power, Money and the American
Dream. The film looks at how American society is being destroyed by immense
inequality.
Further information
Visit www.whypoverty.net for more background information about inequality.
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AID AND CHARITY
The developing world has received billions of dollars in aid - but millions of people
still live in poverty. Why hasn’t aid ended poverty? Who does aid benefit?

Suggested films
Finding Josephine. A family from the UK visits a child in Uganda, whom they have
supported for three years. 10 minutes
Birhan’s story. Birhan Woldu’s picture was beamed round the world
during Live Aid. 5 minutes
Wilbur Goes Poor 3. Wilbur offers a number of solutions on how to deal with poverty
and a very special song. 4 minutes
General Discussion
• Who benefits most from the visit, Mango or Josephine?
• How did the Live Aid campaign affect the life and future of Birhan?
• Mango’s father’s says that charity only fights the symptoms of poverty but does
not address the causes. What do you think?
• Is aid the solution to solve poverty and inequality?  Why might aid harm the
people who receive it?

ACTIVITY NUMBER 1
AID DEBATE
Put up three signs: Agree, Disagree, and Don’t Know. Read out the following statements
and ask participants to move to the sign that represents their opinion. They should
briefly debate their positions and move to the other sign if they change their minds.
Example statements:
• Giving aid does not encourage people to help themselves.
• Aid reduces poverty.
• Giving aid is pointless because it is misused by receiving countries.
• In a recession, developed countries should cut down on foreign aid.
• Donor countries must insist on conditions for giving aid.

ACTIVITY NUMBER 2
Child Sponsorship
Imagine you work for an organization that runs Child Sponsorship programmes. You
need to design the campaign that gets people interested. How will you do it? What
information will you use to convince people? What stories will be most effective? Will
you talk about individuals or underlying causes or a mixture of both? Put together a
leaflet that convinces people to sign up.
Follow-up screening
If possible, screen the full-length Give Us the Money, which looks at the campaigns of
Bono and Geldof.
Further information
Visit www.whypoverty.net for more background information about aid and charity.
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FOOD SECURITY
Can we feed the world? Food and fertile land are now valuable commodities.
Raising crops is big business and food costs are spiralling. What does this mean
for the future of hunger?

Suggested films
Waste. While more than one billion people go hungry in the world, large amounts of
food is thrown away in Europe and North America. 3 minutes
Hunger for Profit. The effects of speculation in the international markets on local food
prices in Kenya. 6 minutes
Morris’ Bag. Feed a family from a bag. 2 minutes
Land Rush, chapter 1. Introducing land issues.
General Discussion
• Why are people going hungry? Why isn’t there enough food to feed everyone?
• What factors stop food being shared equally?
• Is it right to force local farmers off their land to make room for investors to help with
the world food crisis? Explain.

ACTIVITY NUMBER 1
Calories and Poverty
Go to the dataviz: www.whypoverty.net/en/article/232/
Find out how calories relate to poverty. View the average calories consumed by people
in Ghana and India, two countries with relatively low incomes but very different levels of
malnourishment. Discuss the reasons.

ACTIVITY NUMBER 2
Cutting down waste
Find out about food waste in a school, college, restaurant or supermarket.
How do they manage leftovers? How much and what kind of food is wasted and where
does it end up?
Find out about local initiatives involved in waste reduction and food distribution
projects. What strategies do they use? How can these be applied in schools and
colleges?
Follow-up screening
If possible, screen the full-length film Land Rush, which looks at the battle for fertile land
in Mali, as a big agribusiness tries to persuade peasant farmers to let them take over
their land.
Further information
Visit www.whypoverty.net for more background information about food security.
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Natural Resources
There are more people on the planet than ever before and the competition for
resources is intense.

Suggested films
Sea Gypsies. Indanina and her family are forced to give up their traditional sea-gypsy
way of life and move to the city. 6 minutes
God is Rain. Lake Turkana in northern Kenya is shrinking every day but 500,000 people
depend on the lake. 6 minutes
The Barrel. Growing up on a floating village in an immense oil reserve. 5 minutes
Stealing Africa, chapter 3. Environmental impact of mining.
General Discussion
• Does any one group of people own resources? What defines this ownership?
• If development will benefit lots of people while harming some, is it right to force
people to change their way of life?
• How has climate change affected your country and what is being done to adapt to the
changes and mitigate the impact?

ACTIVITY NUMBER 1
Who gets the water?
Divide into 3 groups.
• Foreign investors who will pay to take water from the lake and want to use it to boost
business in the area.
• Local farmers who want to use the water for their small farms to feed their families
• Nomadic farmers who, for hundreds of years, have taken water from the lake for their
livestock as they pass through the area.
Every group wants water but there isn’t enough for everyone. Prepare your arguments
to explain why your group should get the water; present them in a short debate
between the groups. What are the solutions?

ACTIVITY NUMBER 2
Whose country?
Who owns the land where you live?
Choose some public and private spaces and try to find out who owns them. Map
out what this looks like and think about what this means. How easy is it to find this
information? What does owning the land mean for everyone involved? What rights,
responsibilities and influence does it bring? What does it mean for the people who want
to use the land or live or work there?
Follow-up screening
If possible, screen the full-length film of Stealing Africa, which looks at the operations of
a multinational mining company.
Further information
Visit www.whypoverty.net for more background information about natural resources.
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EDUCATION
What difference does an education make?
How can it help people living in poverty? Is it always beneficial?

Suggested films
• Afghan Girl. Will this girl become a teacher, an engineer or shepherd? 1 minute
• Miseducation. A young girl on her way to school in South Africa. 4 minutes
• Town and Country. Different schools for poor rural and rich urban kids. 2 minutes
• Education, Education, chapter 1. Privatisation of Education.
• Solar Mamas, chapters 1 and 3. Rafea Leaves and Finishing the Training.
General Discussion
• Quality education remains a dream for many of the world’s children
and young adults. Why?
• Millions of girls worldwide are not in school. What obstacles do girls face to get
an education?
• What difference will a good education make to the lives of children and young adults?  

ACTIVITY NUMBER 1
What’s an education worth?
Work in small groups of 2-3.
Imagine you are a family with 5 young children to educate. You have a small, fixed
budget and you can’t afford to send them all to college. You want to secure a good
future for your whole family – how will you spend the money? Will you educate them
all a little? Or focus the money on one or two children and send the rest to work and
support the family? Decide how to spend your budget and why. Present and explain
your choices to the plenary.

ACTIVITY NUMBER 2
Education around the world
Research and select a country with a low average level of education. What different
barriers and challenges do children face getting a good education? What is being done
to fix the situation? Find out about initiatives that are tackling the problem and come up
with a plan you think would help get children to school.
Follow-up screening
If possible, screen the full-length film Education, Education, which looks at how
education in China became a money-spinner that harms the people it should help.
Further Information
Visit www.whypoverty.net for more background information about how education
changes lives.
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GENDER AND WOMEN’S
EMPOWERMENT
Women make up half of the world’s population yet represent a staggering
70% of the world’s poor. But as the head of the UN said, there is no more powerful
tool for development than the education of girls and the empowerment of women.

Suggested films
The Thread. A seamstress in Uruguay rents out affordable dresses. Now the girls can
enjoy their coming of age party. 7 minutes
Poop on Poverty. Women are collecting camel droppings as fuel while being watched
by tourists. 5 minutes
Mama Illegal. A mother has to leave her family behind to find work abroad. 7 minutes
Solar Mamas, chapter 1. Rafea Leaves.
General Discussion
• What do the films say about the roles of women and men?
• Why are women more likely to be trapped in poverty than men?
• How does a woman’s role as a mother contribute to this?
• Why is empowering women – rather than men – beneficial for families, communities
and countries?
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ACTIVITY NUMBER 1
Women’s value in society
Talk about the women who are role models in your country. Who are they? What
qualities do they have? What qualities do they share with the women in the films?

ACTIVITY NUMBER 2
Interview an inspiring girl or woman in your family or community about their life and
achievements and the obstacles they have overcome.
Develop some guiding questions for the interviews. Think about creative ways to present
your interview. These can include photographs and short films. Present the interviews to
the group and discuss similarities and differences of the individual stories.

Follow-up screening
If possible, screen the full-length film, Solar Mamas, the story of one woman’s attempt to
get an education and literally light up her world.
Further Information
Visit www.whypoverty.net for more background information about gender and
women’s empowerment.
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Resilience and Solutions
What will it take to end global poverty? Is it about personal resilience?
Outside assistance?  Global structural reform?

Suggested films
In your hands. What path can a Colombian man take when he is surrounded by
violence? 6 minutes
Mauá: Surroundings. In São Paulo, hundreds of families have taken over empty and
abandoned buildings and founded new communities. 5 minutes
A Beggar’s Loan. Microfinance has transformed the life of Chabna, who used to beg
to stay alive. 4 minutes
Morris’ Bag. How do we cope with the growing demand on land and resources?
2 minutes
The Thread. A seamstress in Uruguay rents out affordable dresses. Now the girls can
enjoy their coming of age party. 7 minutes
General Discussion
• What different routes out of poverty are explored in the films?
• Which do you think are the most effective?  
• Are people trapped in poverty or do they have real choices?
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ACTIVITY NUMBER 1
Cause and Effect
Discuss in groups ‘causes’ and ‘effects’ of poverty. Use the ‘Poverty tree’ diagram
(see appendix 3). List main causes next to the roots of the tree and the effects at the
branches of the tree. Each cause should have at least one effect. Compare and discuss
common causes and effects mentioned by all groups.

ACTIVITY NUMBER 2
Effect and Solution
Choose one ‘cause’ and one ‘effect’. Discuss possible strategies to address the problem
and add those solutions as ‘fruits’ to the branch of your tree. Is it possible to solve the
effects without tackling the causes?
Follow-up screening
If possible, screen the full-length film Poor Us: An Animated History of Poverty, which
looks at poverty through the centuries. There is also a short 7-minute summary of this
film on the DVD of the long film which can be shown.
Further Information
Visit www.whypoverty.net for more background information about resilience, and
solutions to poverty.
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Massa Sanogo from Land Rush
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Monitoring and evaluation is essential in helping
organisations to be more accountable to all their
stakeholders, and to learn and improve, so that
meaningful results can be achieved.

MONITORING
AND EVALUATION

Monitoring and evaluation of the facilitated screenings provides the facilitators and their
organisations with the following information:
•
•
•
•
•
•

How the films have been used by the organisations
What kind of audiences have been reached
How the audiences have reacted to the films
The main issues raised by the films
Issues that require further exploration with audiences
What actions the films have stimulated

Monitoring is an important part of the facilitated screening process and facilitators
should document every screening.
This guide provides two forms to help with this, which are available for printing, or for
filling in online at www.whypoverty.net
1.	Audience response questionnaire. Individual audience members should
complete this form right after a screening.
2. Facilitated screening report. The facilitator should complete this after each
screening.
These documents should be used by the organisation for their own monitoring and
evaluation purposes.
It would also be appreciated if these forms could be sent to STEPS so that we can also
learn from your experiences. Send them to: info@whypoverty.net or post them to:
STEPS International, 7 Glynnville Terrace, Gardens, Cape Town, South Africa, 8001.
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Form 1: Audience Response Questionnaire
Date:

Form 2: Screening Report

Location:

Name of organisation:

Personal information (you do not have to complete this section if you prefer to remain anonymous)

Facilitator’s name and gender:

Name:

Country, location:

Age:

Gender:

TEL:

TWITTER:

Date of screening:

Which film(s) were screened:

EMAIL:

Estimated number of people who viewed the films:

Which film(s) did you watch:

Adults

The films are thought provoking.
I want to watch more of the Why Poverty? film(s).
I will follow Why Poverty? on social media.
I would like to use these films in my programmes.
I would encourage others to watch these films.
I am thinking differently about poverty and inequality as a result of participating in
this event.
I am motivated to take action to address poverty and inequality.

Totally disagree

Somewhat disagree

Somewhat agree

To what extent do you agree or disagree
with the following statements:

Totally agree

Male

Youth
Female

Male

Female

Description of the target audience: (please tick, and you can select more than one)
Policy makers/influencers (e.g. government officials, international agencies)
Community members
Civil society organisations
Schools
Tertiary educational institutions
Other (please specify)
What was the purpose of the screening – why were the films shown?

Briefly describe the main issues that came out in the discussion

What kind of actions do you think would be possible?
Describe significant audience reactions (positive and negative)

What were the main themes emerging from the films?

Did the audience consider actions they could take to address poverty and inequality? Explain.

How can you improve future screenings?
Any other comments:
Any other comments:
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Appendix 1
The UN Convention on the Rights of the Child

Appendices

The United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child (UNCRC) is a comprehensive,
internationally binding agreement on the rights of children, adopted by the UN General
Assembly in 1989.
A child is defined in the UNCRC as a person under the age of 18 years.
Each of its substantive articles, Articles 1–41, details a different type of right. A common
approach to the UNCRC is to group these articles together under the following themes:

Survival rights include the child’s right to life and the needs that are most basic to
existence, such as nutrition, shelter, an adequate living standard, and access to medical
services.
Development rights include the right to education, play, leisure, cultural activities,
access to information, and freedom of thought, conscience and religion.
Protection rights ensure children are safeguarded against all forms of abuse,
neglect and exploitation, including special care for refugee children; safeguards for
children in the criminal justice system; protection for children in employment; protection
and rehabilitation for children who have suffered exploitation or abuse of any kind.
Participation rights encompass children’s freedom to express opinions, to have a
say in matters affecting their own lives, to join associations and to assemble peacefully.
Adapted from: www.childrensrights.ie/childrens-rights-ireland/un-convention-rights-child
For more information go to www.unicef.org.uk
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Appendix 2

Appendix 3

1+1%
99+B
43%
43+57+B

Poverty Tree Diagram

The world’s richest

EFFECTS OF POVERTY

have

POVERTY

of the world’s wealth

•
•
•
•

The richest 2% have more wealth than half of the rest of the world.
The world’s total wealth is about 223 trillion US dollars.
The bottom 80% have just 6% of the world’s wealth.
The richest 300 people on earth have the same wealth as the poorest 3 billion.
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